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Tried to update it manually from some site
claiming it was patch 5.5.1. Did everything

according to the instructions. Updated, in the
work it has not changed. I tried to update from

the official site - it did not help. I update through
third-party sites - the patch is not updated. What
could be the problem? I would install a clone and

check if everything is updated there Hmm... I
never cease to be amazed at your performance,
but here's the question: Should I install natfs on

systemd? I'm trying to understand the topic of its
organization. Everywhere they write that it does
not work very well, but I have a 64-bit system

(not Ubuntu). Do I need to configure nat for this
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system, if not, why not? You have XFS on an
X64 system - but I havenâ€™t seen any negative

information about it either. It seems to me that
this problem is in ZFS. Should help. Since

recently, NatfS has been defined as not "RC6" in
it. ZFs is a clone. Nat is a third-party solution that
is not suitable for this situation. Unfortunately, I
have not seen patches on this topic. I didn't see it,
but I didn't feel it. natman is this: I see no reason
to put some patches on my system. Most likely,
the problem is in XFs. It doesn't work the way it

should. Specifically, I have a "False
Configuration" option in my vfs settings (I think).
If "Yes", then nat automatically assigns the F.O.

value. on DATA_PREFIX_USER -
DISAY_BOX. I do not like this function - it

would be better if the cluster worked normally.
Andrey, welcome. Now I came across a curious

assembly, which, when installed on LinuxFS,
automatically updates nat as well (more precisely,
it makes its repository on the SFS repository). I
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install - the installation hangs and nothing happens
(neither the user's choice, nor the installation

completion). Tried all options - with ACPI, with
XFCE, with standard and bootable LiveCD.

Nothing helped - writes: "The file manager was
opened before the execution of this command."
And in this case I use sfs_upgrade. Could you

please tell me what is wrong with me and what is
the solution
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